Tower Hamlets - radical actions then and now…

The Fight For Equality

Notes on this resource’s intentio n and use
This resource is designed to raise awareness of

the borough’s rad ical heritage.

It celebrates the people who have worked hard to make

the borough a safer, more welcoming
and equal place to live, work and play.

It pays respect to

the people who continue to
lead our communities toward
a more equal future.

It reaches out to

future activists and leaders
& current thinkers & dreamers.

It aims to inspire. It shares the radical actions
of previous generations so that we can

build a brave new future
of equality & respect.
A future that will be led by the young people of today.
It is dedicated to
Cover photograph
by Rehan Jamil
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the memory oF Altab Ali

whose murder in 1978 mobilised the Bengali community
and changed the face of race relations in the borough.
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INTRO DUCTIO N
Since 1986, the population has

more than doubled

To wer Hamlets
is a

vibrant

multicultural
Bo rough
in the east end
of Lo ndon.

– making Tower Hamlets the fastest
growing local authority in the UK.

It is one of the fastest growing
populations in England with

15 new residents per day.
Tower Hamlets is ranked as the

Tower Hamlets remains the

second mosT densely populated
local authority in the UK.

It has the

youngest po pulatiinon
the UK.
(47%)
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Almost half of the residents
are aged 20 to 39. This doesn’t take into
consideration young people aged 19 or under.

16th most

ethnically
diverse

local authority in England.
This means that the mix of different
ethnic group populations is
amongst the highest in the country.

Tower Hamlets is home to the
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in the country, making up 32%
of the population of the borough.

43%

of the people currently living in Tower Hamlets
were born outside the UK.

Residents born in Bangladesh are the

single biggest migrant group,

but the largest population growth in recent years was among

Euro pean Unio n nationals.

137 different

languages
are spoken in schools.

38% of residents are Muslim
– the highest proportion in the UK.

Tower Hamlets has the

SECOND highest rate

o f religious hate crimes
in London.
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Today

“Tower Hamlets is seen as emblematic
of British multiculturalism”

Mayor, John Biggs describes it as

“A vibrant place built on a history of
inclusion and a diversity of communities.”

A Call to Actio n
Tower Hamlets (TH) is one of the most vibrantly diverse
boroughs in the country. Nearly half of our residents come
from minority ethnic communities with the largest youth
population in Europe, and largest Muslim population in
England. We are the only London borough to have had 3
terrorist incidents, have the second highest levels of hate
crime in London and one of the most deprived areas in the
country. With this comes many challenges.
How do we ensure that our borough can stand strong
and together in a post-Brexit

Britain?

How do we protect our hard-fought

human and social rights for workers,

women, minorities and poorer sections of our society?
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How do we ensure that 		

mino rities
have A Vo ice?

In particular, how are

young people, who
have a minority voice
despite making up a major
percentage of the borough,
being heard?
How can we make ou
r
borough the

best possible
place to live?

It is a challenge which
all will have
to rise to.

“I want all
Londoners to be in
no doubt: London Is
Open and no matter
where you’re from,
You will always
belong here.”

Sadiq Khan,
Mayor of London
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This borough has a rich
heritage of social action
and reform. This means
that communities here
have found ways to
come together to effect
positive change in the
places in which they
live, work and play.

How might we learn
from Tower Hamlets
key thinkers, collective
actions and social
movements?
How might we
use the past to

develop
the too ls

that we need for
our future?
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“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we
lived. It is the difference we have made to the live
s
of others that will determine the significance of
the life we lead.”
Nelson Mandela

How might we

“The hopes of the world rest on
young people. Peace, social justice,
tolerance – all this and more, today
and tomorrow, depends on tapping
into the power of youth.”

António Guterres,
United Nations Secretary General

make a difference

for future generations living here?
How might you, as the leaders of
tomorrow, learn from the past to make

the future more equal
than today?
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KEY TERMS
Democracy

A word from the Greek language,
demokratia meaning rule by the
people.

A kind of government. A democracy
is a system where people are able
to decide how their country or
community should be run.

Example:

In the UK, the first
ever National Democracy Week
happened Monday 2 July 2018,
marking the 90th anniversary of
the 1928 Act of Law which gave
women the same voting rights as
men. Regardless of who we are
or where we are from, we must
work together to ensure that
every member of society has an
equal chance to participate in our
democracy and to have their say.
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Equality

ties regardless
Means that people have the same rights and opportuni
of what they look like or where they come from.
Even today, many groups of people in the world are
know that there
fighting for equality and equal rights. In the UK we
Get Equal is a
is still a great need to make things more equal. Girls
means that,
campaign designed to fight for gender equality - that
, you should
trum
regardless of how you identify on the gender spec
have the same rights and opportunities.

Example:

underestimated.
‘Girls everywhere are undervalued, undermined and
and hear us
But we’re calling time on inequality. Until you can see
aments. As
equally in positions of power. In governments and parli
Until we can live,
CEOs and leaders. In our classrooms and our homes.
not be stopped.
love and lead without fear or discrimination, we will
Equal.’
This is a movement for us all. This is how #GirlsGet

Activist

An activist is a person who campaigns for some kind of social change.

Example:

When you participate in a march protesting the closing of
a neighbourhood library, you’re an activist. Many of the driving forces of
change in our communities today are young activists. These young people
are standing up and banding together to better the world.
Greta Thunberg is a 16-year-old activist from Sweden, who launched the
school strike for climate change movement and who supported huge
protests by the group Extinction Rebellion in April 2019. You can hear her
speak about the need for her actions here.

Civil Rights

Protest

on
Keeping people free from unequal treatment based
ility.
disab
protected characteristics like race, gender and

1: a complaint or objection
against an idea, an act, or a way
of doing things.

If an individual is discriminated against on the basis
of a protected characteristic then their civil rights are
not being upheld by virtue of citizenship in a particular
nation or state.

Example:

The rights you get as citizens of a particular nation.

2: an event in which people
gather to show disapproval of
something.

and
In simplest terms, the difference between a human
simply
civil right is why you have them. Human rights arise
,
hand
r
by being a human being. Civil rights, on the othe
are the legal granting or protection of these rights.
Children need special rights because they
need extra protection that adults don’t. The United
Nations convention on the Rights of the Child is an
s that
international document that sets out all of the right
as any
n
entio
Conv
children have – a child is defined in the
person under the age of 18.

Example:

In 2011, students
travelled to London from
as far away as Sunderland and
Cornwall to protest against
the scrapping of the Education
Maintenance Allowance
– a weekly payment for 16- to
18-year-olds from households
with low incomes to encourage
them to stay in education.

Human Rights
Human rights are universal, protecting everyone, both young and old.
Children and young people have many of the same rights as adults,
for example the right to express their views, the right to be free from
torture and inhuman and degrading treatment and the right to a
private and family life.
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Mo bilisatio n
The act of gathering together getting
ready for action.

Example:

In February 2019, more
than 10,000 young people mobilised
to call for ‘radical action’ against
climate change. In 60 towns and cities
across the UK, young people got
together to voice their frustration at
the older generation’s inaction on
the environmental impact of climate
change.
Anna Taylor, 17 said the turnout had
been overwhelming. “It goes some
way to proving that young people
aren’t apathetic, we’re passionate,
articulate and we’re ready to continue
demonstrating the need for urgent
and radical climate action.”
Matt Sourby, 18 said “This is our
future and this is making a difference.
The government has to listen. I feel
incredibly powerful just being here.”

Civic Participation

Describes the degree to which people involve themselves in their community in order
to improve it.
There are many ways for young people to get involved in local, borough-wide or national
decision-making processes. Ranging from volunteering with local community groups to
being part of youth forums, councils or parliaments to raise awareness of the issues that
concern them and helping to build healthy, safe and positive communities for us all to
live in.

ExampleS:

•

The UK Youth Parliament provides opportunities for 11-18 year olds to use their
elected voice to bring about social change through meaningful representation and
campaigning. It has over 364 representatives (369 seats for elected Members of
Youth Parliament, all aged 11-18).

All young people who live, work or study in Tower Hamlets can apply to be a part of
the Youth Council, Young Mayor Programme and No Place for Hate Campaign. The
Youth Council is a rolling programme which offers opportunities to take part in debates
and forums about the community and young people. They also plan and deliver their
own programmes raising awareness of issues that concern young people. The Young
Mayors scheme invites the young people of Tower Hamlets to take part in and run for
Young Mayor. Young people receive training and support to prepare their campaigns
and learn how the local democratic process works.

Hopefully, this resource will inspire you towards civic participation

BY STANDING up for your
personal rights and the rights of others,
and to help create a more equal place
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to live, work and play in the future.

Potted Histo ry o f the
Peo ple o f To wer Hamlets
We can learn a lot about the people
who lived in our areas before us by
looking at the buildings. Buildings that
have historical importance can give us
clues about the stories and experiences
of people who are no longer here to
share them in person and are not always
obvious… there are probably examples
all around you. Here is a map with four
examples of buildings which tell us
part of the story of how Tower Hamlets
became such a rich multicultural area.

DenNis Severs House,
18 Folgate Street

Protestant Huguenot refugees
arrive in 1685

Beigel Bake,
159 Brick Lane

Yiddish speaking Russian
Jews arrive from 1880

Shaheed Bhavan
(Martyrs House),
39 Fournier Street
Bengali economic
migrants arrive
1950s and 60s

The Mission,

747 Commercial Road
The first substantial
population of South
Asians (in Britain)
from 1614
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1614

East India Company Dock was built in Blackwall in 1614. The first substantial population of South Asians
in Britain were the lascars – sailors and ship engine room crews, many of whom came from the province of
Sylhet at the northeast of modern day Bangladesh.

Bangladeshi migration included families emigrating to join their working husbands and fathers and new
marriages and fuelled much of Tower Hamlets’ population growth over the second half of the 20th century.

to cope with
Opened in 1924. After the First World War, London was struggling
all over the world
thousands of homeless sailors: every night 16,000 seamen from
only three
would be let loose in the city looking for lodging and it seems that
quarters of them would have any luck.
by women, to raise
An appeal was started throughout the Empire, largely organised
as a memorial to
the necessary money to build this hostel, which would also stand
First World War.
the 12,000 merchant sailors who were killed in service during the
cabins (as they
When opened in 1924 the hostel provided 205 clean and airy single
. With the
were called) and by 1929 had provided beds for over a million sailors
d down and
decline of the London dockyards in the 60s and 70s, demand slowe
In 1994, the
eventually it became a hostel for the homeless which closed in 1985.
and renamed it
building was sold off to a developer who converted it into 50 flats
The Mission.

The Missio n,

747 Commercial Road

Photograph by Rehan Jamil
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1685

A large community of
Protestant Huguenot
refugees arrived in
Tower Hamlets, fleeing
French persecution
after the Edict of
Nantes was revoked.
This meant that
the French King at
the time, Louis XIV
did away with the
Reformed Churches
of France, and forced
Protestants to go
underground or into
exile in 1685.

Dennis Severs House,

18 Folgate Street

The building is preserved
and open to the public giving
them an intimate portrait of
the lives of Huguenot silkweavers from 1724 to the
dawn of the 20th Century.
As you follow their fortunes
through the generations, the
sights, smells and sounds of
the house take you into their
lives. It was Dennis Severs’
intention that as you enter
his house it is as if you have
passed through the surface
of a painting, exploring with
your senses and imagination
a meticulously crafted 18th
century world.

Photograph by Rehan Jamil
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1880

Thousands of Yiddish
speaking Russian
Jews arrived from the
1880s. The Jewish
population of the East
End grew to over
100,000 by the turn of
the 20th Century and
the area was referred
to as ‘Little Jerusalem’
by many.

Beigel Bake,

159 Brick Lane

Photograph by Rehan Jamil

Long before artisan coffee shops, vintage boutiques and curry houses
populated Brick Lane, the area was home to a large Jewish community
who arrived in Spitalfields in the late 19th century. Gradually, the
community dispersed to north London but the beigel shops remain.
Beigel Bake (the white one) and the Beigel Shop (the yellow one) are
two of the last reminders of a time when the street signs were written in
Yiddish. Over the years these bakeries have become a popular 24-hour
source of doughy satisfaction.
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1954
The name means ‘Martyrs’ House and it
houses the largest Bengali community
organisation in the UK today: The
Bangladesh Welfare Association.
It was originally built for the minister of
the church in 1750 and was the base of
Huguenot charitable work with the local
poor. Jewish charities were based here
at the end of the 19th century.

Shaheed Bhavan

(Martyrs House),
39 Fournier Street

The Pakistan Welfare Association,
formed in 1954, bought the building in
the early 1960s and then, in 1971, when
Bangladesh broke away from Pakistan,
its name was changed to the Bangladesh
Welfare Association alongside local
community leaders pledging their
support for an independent Bangladesh.
By 1940, the community of Bengali
residents in London had grown to
around 300.

community of seamen were joined by
another 2-3000 adventurers.
Nawab Ali, who owned a coffee shop
at 11 Settles Street, near the Labour
Exchange, said ‘they just used to show
up with my name in a taxi – at one point,
my wife went crazy – there were 35 of
them living upstairs!’ Later, Nawab Ali
also had the Commonwealth Club, in
Umberston Street, and a butcher’s shop
in Hessel Street, now run by his son.
The first local halal butcher’s opened as
long ago as 1940: a sign that a Muslim
community was settling into the area.
The proprietor was Taslim Ali, who
later became Imam of the East London
Mosque. The family now runs the
undertakers’ service at Whitechapel’s
East London Mosque.
More information here.

Then, in around 1956, the existing

Photograph by Rehan Jamil
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MISSIO N ONE
Design a tour of your neighbourhood
for someone who doesn’t live there.
Use the physical landscape (buildings,
signs, shops) to tell the stories of the
different people that have lived there
before you.

On the journey between
your home and your school
what can you find out
about the heritage of
your area?

How many different
cultures, languages,
		 faiths do you see
			 represented in the
				 buildings that you walk
					 past on a Daily basis?
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Tower Hamlets - radical actions then and now…

The FIGHT FOR EQUALITY
SECTIO N TWO
Equality Activists

19

Who are the people who have fought for your
civil liberties?

Who has worked to make this borough a safer
and more equal place?

What can we learn from their ideas and actions?
Dan Jones

22

David Rosenberg

30

Julie Begum

Rafique Ullah

Farrukh Dhondy
•
•

Mission Two: Create an Equality Map
Mission Three:
Design a Campaign for Equality

26
34
38
42
43
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Equality
Activists

#mobilisation
#activism #rights

#community organising

Who are the peo ple who have
your
stoo d up o r fought fo r

civil liberties?

Who has worked to make
this borough A SAFER and
MORE EQUAL PLACE?
What can we learn from their
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ideas and actions?

Equality ActivistS work
towards a more equal society.
This mean that they believe in

equal rights and oppo rtunities for all.

“Never be
afraid to raise
your voice
for honesty
and truth and
compassion
against
injustice and
lying and greed.
If people all
over the world...
would do this, it
would change
the earth.”
William Faulkner

Their activism is designed to challenge and remove
injustices, prejudices and discrimination, working towards a
place where everyone’s civil liberties and human rights are
realised.
They believe that everybody, regardless of their age, race,
class, sex, gender, sexuality or ability should be able to
participate equally in the civil and political life of the country
in which they live.
Tower Hamlets has a rich history of activism, inspired by the
borough’s multi-cultural identity.

There are many activists who have worked hard and
tirelessly to influence the state of equality in the borough.
Some of these activists are sadly no longer with us but we
can still learn from their words and their actions. Amongst
many, we acknowledge the strength, imagination, passion
and impact of Max Levitas, Ken Leech, Eva Armsby, The
Bishop of Stepney and Mala Sen.
There are also many activists who are still living and working
in the borough today.

Five

of them agreed to share
their experiences with

you...
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Do ing
nothing
is not an
o ptio n
let
e
peo pl he
t
know ts
fac

qu
tho estio n
se t
are i hat
posit n a
io
po we n o f
r!

DAN JO NES

Dan Jones has lived and worked in Tower Hamlets for
a long time. He moved into Tower Hamlets in 1967 and
worked for Tower Hamlets Council from 1970 to 1987, as
a youth and community worker in Shadwell and the Brick
Lane area. He was involved in the trade union movement
locally and was the secretary of the Trade Union Council.
He struggled for the rights of ordinary Bengali people
in and around Brick Lane. He has written, edited and
illustrated a number of books and pamphlets and worked
for Amnesty International UK as a campaigner and
education officer for many years.
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Original image by Rehan Jamil

In Dan’s wo rds…

What action for equality have you been involved with in the past & most recently?
My siblings and I have been surrounded
by activists and artists from a very
early age; this has made me question
everything that didn’t seem right or fair!

•

Tower Hamlets Committee Against
Racial Attacks - 1978

•

From my attendance at the first Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament meeting on
17 February 1958, I went on to set up
and work with CARD (Campaign Against
Racial Discrimination) which was created
in 1959 to recruit activists and campaign
against racism and for race equality in
Britain. From 1959 I was involved in the
Boycott Movement – later Anti-Apartheid
and was arrested in 1960 outside South
Africa House protesting the Sharpeville
Massacre.

Hackney and Tower Hamlets Defence
Committee - 1979

•

Tower Hamlets Action for Racial
Justice - 1980

That was the beginning of what has
become a lifelong mission, supporting
race relations organisations and initiatives
that work to fight against racism in all of
its forms.
Some of the other groups that I have
been part of are:
•

The Council of Citizens of Tower
Hamlets - 1958

•

East London Anti-Nazi League - 1977

•

Altab Ali Memorial Foundation - 1978

I have also been involved in protest and
direct actions to raise awareness of major
incidents of racially motivated violence.
This has involved organising meetings,
planning actions, making leaflets and
posters.
In the 70s there was a great need for
these campgains e.g, the racism fuelled
violent murder of Michael Ferreira
in Hackney 1978, the killing of Blair
Peach in Southall 1979 and the Battle of
Lewisham 1977.
I have been involved in the Battle of
Cable Street memorial events since 1976
and organised the Battle of Cable Street
mural to be painted by Dave Binnington,
Paul Butler, Ray Walker and Desmond
Rochfort 1979 – 1983.

Dan Jones poster for Tower Hamlets.
Association for Racial Justice
(1983), courtesy of Dan Jones’
personal collection.
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How have the tools/strategies that you use
to effect social change evolved since you first
became woke & active*?
I have no idea whether any of the many anti-racist
campaigns that I have been involved in over the
years have actually affected any social change. How
could you ever prove or measure it? But I do hope it
has been true, that they have made a difference.
One of the most important things that we have
tried to do over the years is to provide wellinformed evidence, spelled out simply. This means
working with spoken and printed words and
images to let people know the facts about bad
things taking place in their community. To tell the
public what is wrong and why it’s wrong, who is
responsible and what should be done about it.
What do you think now about the state of equality
in Tower Hamlets, London, the UK?

Dan Jones on Protest March from St Mary’s Park to
Downing Street © Tom Learmonth.

This photo shows Dan helping to marshal the demonstration that was lining up
to march behind Altab Ali’s hearse to Downing Street and Hyde Park in what
was then St Mary’s (or “Itchy”) Park. Hundreds of protesters had been handed
circular placards on sticks from the Anti-Nazi League with slogans like “Black
and White, Unite and Fight”, “Stop Racist Attacks”, “NF - no fun”. At the end
of the mass meeting the heavens opened up with a tremendous deluge as you
can see from the umbrellas. All the ANL placards immediately dissolved or were
washed away leaving 500 + angry protesters brandishing sticks. I managed to
collect hundreds of ‘offensive weapons’ with a pleading “lathi donobad”, which
translates as ‘sticks - thank you’. We left all those sticks behind in the park in a
big heap as we set off on the march and nobody was arrested.

Having lived and worked here in the East End
for over 50 years, I am aware that there are still
major differences of opportunity here (although
they are much less than they were). There is a
huge difference in the treatment dealt out to,
and experienced by citizens of different ethnic
backgrounds, languages, faiths, cultures and
genders here in Tower Hamlets.
These discriminatory processes occur in a
number of fields including opportunities in
employment, housing, education, wages and
being disproportionately on the receiving end of
hate crime for instance. I believe similar patterns
are also experienced across London and probably
the UK as well.
*aware of issues concerning social & racial
justice and working towards equality.

What qualities and values do you think make
someone an effective activist or advocate for
equality?
An effective activist is one that has empathy for
others, a strong belief in social justice and fights
for equal rights for everyone, particularly those
that are marginalised or oppressed across the
world or locally in your community. Sometimes
you may have to be challenging and confronting;
most of the time, you will need to be equipped
with the right words to question those that are
in a position of power! This means looking at
human history and saying this will not happen
again on my watch.

What message (call to action) would you like to share with young people,
as the next generation of equality activists and change makers?
You are part of a generation where you dwell in multiple realities.
This brings in new challenges and spaces to fight for equal rights.
If you see something that is not right or fair, call it out! Doing nothing
is not an option. There are so many causes and problems in the world,
choose something that you are passionate about concerning social and
racial justice and work towards creating equality.
You may be walking a path that is lonely, a path that your peers may
or may not agree with. Be patient, be brave and most importantly
be caring.

Banner for Altab Ali
Day using iconic No
More Blood On The
Streets image, designed
by Dan Jones as the
cover for his detailed
report on racist violence
in the East End of
London for Bethnal
Green and Stepney
Trades Council in
the Autumn of 1978 ,
courtesy of Dan Jones’
personal collection.
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REACSHS
ACRO RES
CULTU

make
that osure
sto rie ur
aren’ts
fo rgot
ten

Julie Begum

Nurjahan Julie Begum was born and brought up in Tower Hamlets.
Since 1986 she has been working as a part-time youth worker and
has been volunteering in the community since she was a teenager.
After Derek Beackon of the British National Party was elected as
councillor in Millwall by just eight votes in 1993, Julie collectively
set up an activist movement called Women Unite Against Racism.
She is a founding member and Chairperson of the Swadhinata Trust
- a London based secular Bengali community group that works to
promote Bengali history and heritage amongst young people. She
is also the author of Bengali Language Movement, The World In the
East End and the play, The Altab Ali Story.
Original image by Rehan Jamil
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In Julie’s words…

What action for equality have you been involved with in the past & most recently?
women) registered to vote and providing
In the early 1990s, the British National
escorts to polling stations at the next
Party was active in Tower Hamlets and
election, etc. We concentrated on action
they successfully put up and got a BNP
in the lesser known and less media hyped
councillor elected in Millwall ward in the
areas of Tower Hamlets to make sure
Isle of Dogs. I and a bunch of female
they were included in the debates.
friends were outraged like the rest of
the community and felt we needed to do
I was on the volunteer management
something a) for the existing anti-racist
committee of Nirmul Committee
anti-fascist organisations to take notice
before I helped set up the Swadhinata
of the contribution of girls and women
Trust because there was an absence of
to the campaign/movement and b) to
educational resources that related to me
provide safe space for girls and young
as a young Bengali woman with questions
women to get involved and contribute in
about culture and heritage. I thought if I
ways that supported their contributions.
have these questions then other Bengali
I was teaching/working at Tower Hamlets young people would be asking similar
questions. The Swadhinata Trust was
College at the time and we had an idea
to invite girls and women to a conference formed with like-minded Bengali and nonBengalis who wanted to draw attention
there in Poplar to see if there was any
to the contributions of British Bengalis/
interest from other girls and women.
Bangladeshis to Great Britain. It was a
Over a 150 girls and women attended
way of drawing attention to a historic
and we felt we had a mandate to take
relationship between Britain and Bengali
it further. So we started meetings that
that dates back centuries, especially in a
were user friendly, provided crèche/
place like Tower Hamlets.
childcare and at times and places
where girls and women could meet,
attending political rallies, demonstrations,
providing speakers at these events and
campaigning to get people (especially

Julie Begum on Bethnal Green
Road during an anti BNP demo
in 1992 © Phil Maxwell
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How have the tools/strategies that you use
to effect social change evolved since you
first became woke & active*?
I have used my own unique and personal
experiences to effect social change by
providing an example of how a Bengali
woman can engage with and stay active in
her community.
As a school kid, I was inspired by Caroline
Adams, who worked in youth and
community development in Tower Hamlets,
when I interviewed her for an English
project I was doing at Morpeth School
sixth form. I visited the Shejuti Club, which
was based in Tower Hamlets School for
Girls at the time and found a youth centre
run by Jerry Deeks which was looking for
youth workers - that’s how I started getting
involved in youth and community work.
The rest is history; I worked in St Hilda’s
East Girls Club, the first to be set up in
what used to be the bar in the basement
downstairs with Ali Rusbridge, as well as
numerous other projects.

What do you think now about the state of equality in
Tower Hamlets, London, the UK?
The state of equality in Tower Hamlets is a changing
landscape, depending on the political leadership and
the way local people are enabled to engage with the
democratic process in the borough. Most of the gains
have come from local people campaigning and making
sure the issues relating to equality remain at the heart
of local government. Like from the Bengali community
in 1970s that stood up and said enough is enough! To
the racist attacks on local people. Writing the play ‘The
Altab Ali Story’ is my contribution to the movement. As
someone who has been profoundly affected by local
incidents I wanted to make sure that our stories aren’t
forgotten. I am glad that the council woke up and made
Altab Ali Day an official part of the borough’s calendar
of events in 2016 and that they support the local people
commemorating Altab Ali every year on 4th May.

*aware of issues concerning social & racial justice and
working towards equality.
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September 1993 Women Unite Against Racism Group
prepare for a demonstration at Roger Dowley Court,
one of WUAR members flat, © Kippa Matthews

What qualities and values do you
think make someone an effective
activist or advocate for equality?
The qualities and values that
make an effective activist or an
advocate for equality is (out) rage
at injustice. I was angry at what I
saw going on in the world around
me, from what was happening
in Palestine, to cuts in students
grants, to racism in South Africa.
These incidents of injustice fuelled
my passion to do something so
that I didn’t feel too powerless
in the face of such atrocities. I
found solidarity and friendship in
coming together with friends from
different backgrounds to form
alliances that could reach across
cultures to form a resistance
to oppression wherever we
encountered it, on our doorstep or
elsewhere in the world.

What message (call to action) would you
like to share with young people, as the next
generation of equality activists and change
makers?
Find something you care about that doesn’t
just relate to you and your particular
circumstances, find other people who also
care about the same things. Think about
what will make you feel better about living
in this world. What human rights/standards
should you be protecting? And why? Make
equality a reality for all, not just for the
privileged few.

It’s easy to despise or judge those who
just benefit from having power given to
them because of the colour of their skin,
sexuality or gender, but it’s important to look
beyond the privileges that the conditions
of whiteness, class, heterosexuality or
maleness can give you. It’s possible to find
allies anywhere and often in the most unlikely
places. In order to affect real change we
need to change everyone’s lives, not just our
own.

Campaign Against Racism & Fasicm
Magazine cover - edition 8
© Bishopsgate Institute
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David
Rosenberg

David Rosenberg’s grandparents came to
the East End as Jewish immigrants from
the Tsarist Russian Empire in the 1900s.
He is the founder of East End Walks which
specialises in organising walks of London’s
radical social history, especially in the East
End – an area in which successive waves of
immigrants have helped make London what
it is today. He is the author of Battle for the
East End: Jewish responses to fascism in the
1930s, which shares the history of the Battle
of Cable Street, when more than 100,000
people, mainly from the local Jewish and
Irish communities, came together to stand
up against The British Union of Fascists. He is
also the author of Rebel Footprints: a guide to
uncovering London’s radical history.

In DAVID’s words…
What action for equality have you been involved with in the past and most recently?
I started going on protests against racist
and fascist groups when I was around 16
years old.

bring people together across ethnic
divides around multicultural and antiracist messages.

I grew up in a Jewish family and I learned
about racism very young. Some of my
family had fought Oswald Mosley’s
fascists in the 1930s at the Battle of
Cable Street.

In 1978 I was with my friends among
a crowd of 80,000 in Victoria Park at
the first Rock Against Racism/Anti-Nazi
League Carnival. Later that year I was at
one in Brixton. I learned then that the
fight for equality was not only difficult
and tiring but it could be fun! I came
back home with a placard that said

When I went to secondary school I
experienced some anti-semitism. That
knowledge, that experience, made me
want to change things, to make things
equal for everyone.
In the summer when I was taking my
A-Levels, I saw terrible images on TV
from another country where police were
behaving very brutally towards school
students. It was South Africa – a country
whose laws discriminated against black
people. People younger than me were
bravely fighting back. That summer
there was a school childrens’ uprising in
Soweto – a black township. One of my
first political involvements was joining the
Anti-Apartheid movement.
Later that same year a new movement
was born here called “Rock Against
Racism” using the power of music to

“SMASH RACE HATE IN ‘78”

1978, Protest paraphernalia from Rock
Against Racism, from David Rosenberg’s
personal collection

Ten years later I was working off Brick
Lane for an organisation called the
Runnymede Trust which was a research
and information body concerned with
racism and discrimination. We helped
a lot of local community groups with
information for their campaigns for
equality.
These days I am still campaigning, but
I also take people on guided walks of
East End history where I tell people
about the struggles for equality that took
place around here!

17 November 2018 on the National
Demonstration against Racism and
Fascism - marching from Portland Place
to Whitehall, from David Rosenberg’s
personal collection
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How have the tools/strategies that you use
to effect social change evolved since you first
became woke & active*?
When I was active in the 1970s and 80s we relied
a lot on the power of our words – writing leaflets
and pamphlets, slogans for placards and banners.
Today we have so many more tools at our
disposal for communicating quickly with strong
images and getting our messages out there, but
we are more atomised today. I remember making
things collectively, doing things together. Looking
back we were pretty creative DIY campaigners.
It is hard to imagine how we organised then
without mobile phones – making arrangements
sometimes a week in advance!

I knew by my late 20s/early 30s that tools for
change were not just about street protests and
actions but also involved much more long-term
work and 1:1 conversations. I became a primary
school teacher when I was 34 and worked in
classrooms for 23 years. It was the idea of
fighting for a more equal society that made me
want to become a teacher. And I know, because I
sometimes bump into ex-pupils, that those kids I
taught learned a lot about equality/inequality and
some of them are actively engaged with those
struggles right now!

What do you think now about the state of equality
in Tower Hamlets, London, the UK?
In many ways the struggles of the 1970s and
early 1980s to create better attitudes across
ethnic and religious divides were successful, when
you compare the terrible racist attacks of that
period with far fewer incidents today. There is a
more live-and-let-live attitude, more respect for
each other. It is not at all cool to be racist now.
Or sexist. And people are now more assertive
about living their own lifestyles. But people are
struggling in other ways. The gap between haves
and have-nots is widening in London and in the
country. Poverty affects the youngest and the
oldest. And I know boroughs like Tower Hamlets
have high rates of child poverty. Homelessness
in London is on a far higher scale. We can work
to give each other support in the community
but change needs resources and that needs
to be driven by a government that knows and
understands. They need to wake up!

*aware of issues concerning social & racial justice and
working towards equality.
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Procession of Battle of Cable street, marching on Cable
Street towards St George’s Town Hall, 9 October 2016,
from David Rosenberg’s personal collection

What qualities and values do you
think make someone an effective
activist or advocate for equality?
To be an effective activist for
equality you need to feel someone
else’s pain as your own, see
things through their eyes and
be determined to bring about
change. You need to listen and
learn from other people and be
cooperative. Be reflective. And
also take time to relax. You can’t
just be constantly campaigning. At
the age of 33 I learned to juggle. I
wish I had done that earlier.
You also need patience – battles
are not won overnight. And you
need to recognise that you can’t
do it on your own. But together
you can be effective. You need
to never be satisfied with half
measures. And you need to know
that every battle for equality that
was won involved a struggle!

What message (call to action) would
you like to share with young people, as
the next generation of equality activists
and change makers?
Don’t lose hope when obstacles get in
your way or things don’t work out as
you thought they would. Stay angry in
the face of injustice but channel that
anger effectively. You will be the ones
with the most energy and enthusiasm
for radical change towards equality but
make sure you bear in mind that making
the world a better and more equal
place means making it a better place for
everyone, black or white, old or young,
male or female, gay or straight, able
bodied or disabled. We will continue
to battle as we can, but we are also
depending on you!
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Rafique Ullah

Rafique Ullah began his activism whilst still
in school,
setting up The Bangladesh Youth Front with
a group of
friends in response to a personal experience
of violence
by racist thugs outside his school. Rafique
helped to
create the Kobi Nazrul Centre in Tower Ham
lets, which
promotes Bengali arts and supports projects
that promote
education and work towards a more equal
society. He is
also the chairperson of Altab Ali Trust UK whic
h was set
up to commemorate the murder of Altab Ali
in 1978 and
champion equal rights for the Bengali com
munity in Tower
Hamlets and beyond.
Original image by Rehan Jamil
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What action for equality have you been involved
with in the past and most recently?

I left my native country Bangladesh and arrived
in England with my parents in 1972. On my first
day at the school gate I was badly beaten up by
racists. I was in shock, I couldn’t speak a word of
English and nobody came to my aid. I managed
to get myself up and go home with a black
eye, bruises and a white shirt painted red by
the blood pouring from my nose. The incident
wasn’t reported to police. Similarly, others were
unreported too. In my case, we didn’t even think
about reporting it, we didn’t know what to do.
From that moment onwards I knew there had to
be a change. I returned to school the following
week and stood my ground. This meant a few
more bruises but no one picked on me after that.
This incident made me think of doing something
to stop anyone else getting attacked. Quite
early on I realised that Bangladeshi kids didn’t
have the same opportunities as the white
kids and that many people’s childhoods were
being damaged or destroyed by racism. I was

Rafique Ullah, second to the right, at demo in 2017
in Altab Ali Park against Manchester bombing,
from Rafique Ullah’s personal collection.

constantly thinking of what we could do to improve
our living standards? To improve our lives? How
could we find a way that all children could learn and
enjoy their education without being in fear?
In 1976 I formed a youth group with my friends
called Bangladesh Youth Front. I was one of
the youth activists who organised the protest
demonstration on 14 May 1978, after the death of
Altab Ali, who was murdered in a racially motivated
attack on 4 May 1978.
I know now that I am a lifelong community activist
and will continue to work and campaign for the
benefit of the community.
I do this in many roles: I am the former chair of
Tower Hamlets Law Centre; Founder chair BBC
Community Centre (Holland estate); founder
and General Secretary of Kobi Nazrul Centre;
Chairperson of Altab Ali Trust UK.

1978, Brick Lane (Rafique Ullah wearing black
shirt on the right) © Syd Shelton
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What do you think now about the state of equality in
Tower Hamlets, London, the UK?

How have the tools/strategies that you use to effect social
change evolved since you first became woke & active*?
In 1976 we thought that coming together to form Bangladesh
Youth Front would give us more power to both fight against
racism and provide security and guidance for our community.
We hired an office in Fashion Street and paid rent from our own
pockets.

We worked to mobilise the community by organising
demonstrations, picketing and protesting against wrong-doings
of authorities. I became very active in organising anti-racist
campaigns and also co-ordinating help groups. This meant
supporting people who were campaigning for community
facilities such as advice surgeries, outdoor sports activities and
cultural programmes. It also meant setting up new organisations
that were specifically designed to voice the rights of the
community, such as tenants associations.
I campaigned along with other activists to: change the name
of Spitalfields into Banglatown; transform St Mary Church
Yard into Altab Ali Park; provide halal meals in schools; offer
Bengali mother tongue classes; appoint interpreters; create
Bengali street signs; rename the bus stop “Altab Ali Park”
on Whitechapel Road (in 2019).

I don’t think the structure or process has changed for
campaigning or lobbying, just the medium it is delivered.
Communication is much faster, too fast sometimes - causing fast
spreading misinformation which is very dangerous. The tablets
and smart phones and ever-improving tech at our finger tips
mean we are all very connected. This makes the organisation of
getting many people together much easier.
*aware of issues concerning social & racial justice and working
towards equality.

In my view Tower Hamlets is completely different now.
In the 1970s, when I first arrived in the borough, I
witnessed the Bengali community living in fear. They
were suffering discrimination and racial attacks, living in
rundown sub-standard houses and not receiving proper
medical care or other services from Tower Hamlets
Council or the police. I felt then, and still do now, that
this is because of the unspoken racism in both at that
point.
Today there is a clear economic divide. The
Government’s austerity cuts and new policies such
as Universal Credit and Bedroom Tax have created a
shift in the population of the borough. Lots of young
professionals with more money to spend are moving
into the area and many families with less money are
having to move out - it feels different!
Also, as an advocate for young people I believe there
are not enough opportunities for young people.
We need to help them, to invest in their education and
opportunities because they will be our future activists.
Overall Tower Hamlets is a much more equal place to
live than before. But, if we come together, we can make
it better still - a place of equal opportunity and a high
quality of life for all.

What qualities and values do you think make
someone an effective activist or advocate for
equality?
Every individual can be an activist provided
that the person can ‘put themselves
in someone else’s shoes’ in order to
understand the feeling of pain and suffering
that are affecting families, communities and
the future for all of us. One has to have
patience to understand the issues and the
impact they will have for the community.
You have to think widely and inclusively
for everyone. You have to be outspoken
and energetic. To talk to your friends and
neighbours and ask them to raise their voice
alongside yours.
Allow others to take the lead if they are
better than you, but don’t disappear! Stay
and support, be a good organiser for them.
You need to keep your ears and eyes open
to local and national issues and be ready to
speak up to wrongdoing when it’s needed.

What message (call to action) would you like to share
with young people, as the next generation of equality
activists and change makers?
Take advantage of every opportunity you have!
Don’t miss your school/college – many young people
in the world do not have this basic human right.
Read extensively and beyond your comfort zone – there
are many voices out there for you to learn from.
Always look to do the right thing even if this means
being unpopular.
I will finish with a quote from renown Bengali poet
Rabindranath Tagore from poem ‘Ekla Cholo Re’

“If they not answer to your call walk
alone, if they are afraid and cower
mutely, facing the wall, O thou unlucky
one, open your mind and speak out alone”.

29th March 2019 Protesting against Tommy Robinson
and his racist group in a rally coordinated by Stand Up
To Racism, from Rafique Ullah’s personal collection.
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Farrukh
Dhondy

Farrukh Dhondy is an Indian-born British
writer, playwright, screenwriter and
left-wing activist. He was involved with
the Indian Workers’ Association and
later, in London, with the British Black
Panthers who fought for political action
on the fronts of education, housing,
employment and equal treatment at
work and offered militant opposition to
all forms of racism.

He began his writing career whilst
working on the British political
magazine publication Race Today in
1970 and went on to become part
of the team which published it – the
Race Today Collective, which included
other key race equality activists such
as Darcus Howe and Linton Kwesi
Johnson. In 1986 Farrukh created a film
capturing Brick Lane in late 70s / 80s
called King of the Ghetto.
Original image by Rehan Jamil

In Farrukh’s words…
What action for equality have you been involved with in the past & most recently?
I came from India on a scholarship to
Cambridge University to study Physics.
Cambridge at the time, 1964, didn’t have an
immigrant population. There were foreign
students from India and Pakistan – only
one or two from East Pakistan which later
became Bangladesh and very few from
the West Indies and Africa. At university
I followed political movements and the
war in Vietnam to which the USA had sent
troops to fight a population which wanted
to have a communist government. Several
of my Asian and West Indians friends and I
thought that America was wrong to invade
another country and try and say what sort
of government the people should have. We
demonstrated against the Americans in all
sorts of ways. In debates, by writing in the
university magazines and even going to
anti-Americans in Vietnam demonstrations in
London.

It was only after I finished my studies in
Cambridge and came to London to live that
I experienced a form of racism. When I tried
to rent a bed-sit, I would be turned away.
There were pubs which didn’t serve Asians
and Black people. My Asian friends and I
wouldn’t go out on nights when there were
big football games because the football
fans on several occasions assaulted anyone
who wasn’t white. I suffered this on several
occasions – being beaten up by random
rowdy, possibly drunk racists.
I was then offered a scholarship to study
in Leicester. Again, me and my Indian
girlfriend couldn’t find a room to live in as
the landlords who owned the properties
didn’t want Asians there. I was directed
to the streets around Narborough Road in

Leicester where the Asian community lived
and found a flat - one room and a yard to
live in. On Fridays we could afford half a pint
in the local pub which would, on pay day, fill
up with Asian, mainly Punjabi workers who
worked in factories in and around Leicester.
My Bengali girlfriend, Mala Sen and I made
friends with them and one week we helped
them launch a strike and a protest against
racist discrimination in a factory from which
five of them had been sacked. The strike
was successful and both Mala and I were
asked to become honorary secretaries of the
Leicester Indian Workers’ Association. It was
our first move into a political organisation in
Britain.
Continued overleaf...
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In finishing my studies and thesis
in Leicester, Mala and I moved
to London. In the early seventies
we encountered the same sort of
problems of racial discrimination in
finding rooms, using pubs, random
violence etc. By then we were
determined that we had to join an
organisation and ‘fight back’! We
soon joined the British Black Panther
Movement which was an organisation
of black and a minority of Asian
members which was dedicated to the
social, economic and political rights
of the new communities of Britain.
To catalogue all our campaigns and
achievements will take too long here,
but I think we made a difference.
When the Black Panther Movement,
for various reasons fell apart – as
political organisations with different
points of view do – we helped to
found an activist magazine called Race
Today.
One day at Race Today we got a call
from Bangladeshi men in the East End
who had a housing problem and they
had heard that this magazine and its
members could help them. We could
and we did.
The new Bangladeshi community of
the East End of London, still mostly
living around Brick Lane, had two
major problems. The first was that
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people in the community were being
attacked in their council houses and on
the streets for no reason except that
they were Asians. Altab Ali was the
innocent victim of such a meaningless
attack.
With a lot of young Bengali men of
the time we determined to form
squads which would gather every
evening in Brick Lane and on the
housing estates where isolated
Bengali families lived and ensure that
we were there to do what the police
should have been doing.
The groups of these determined
Bangladeshi youngsters did chase
several of the racist gangs away and
the random attacks of what at the
time they called ‘Paki-bashing’ finally
stopped.
The second big problem for the East
End Bengali community was housing.
Again the young Bengali men rallied
round and we founded the Bengali
Housing Action Group which believed
in direct action. This direct action took
the form of squatting the house which
the Greater London Council had left
empty. There were hundreds of these
houses and BHAG squatted them for
families who moved into them.

Race Today, 1978, Courtesy of
Bishopsgate Institute

How have the tools/strategies that
you use to effect social change
evolved since you first became
woke & active*?
I think times have changed. When
I was active through the sixties,
seventies, eighties and nineties,
there really was the feeling that
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis,
West Indians and Africans had
a common cause. What has
happened I think, since then is
that communities of Britain, the
Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Indians
etc, have begun to see themselves
as separate. In some instances this
is a feeling of a religious divide,
in others that the home countries
don’t get on so the immigrant
communities of Britain must not.

Farrukh Dhondy’s
book cover East
End at Your Feet
Published in 1976
by Macmillan ©
Farrukh Dhondy

Another difference is young
people from ethnic minorities have
begun to form rival gangs. This is
a vicious development.

*aware of issues concerning social
& racial justice and working towards
equality.
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What message (call to
action) would you like to
share with young people,
as the next generation
of equality activists and
change makers?
We all have a sense of
justice and injustice. Think
for yourself. Argue for what
you think is right. It will lead
you to people who think the
same.
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British Black
Panther
Newsletter
Vol 1, No. 5,
Courtesy of
Bishopsgate
Institute

Missio n Two:

Equalities Map

Find out who is working
towards equality in
your community?
Work with a partner to design an Equality Map
of your area.
Include anyone you know who is working
towards making Tower Hamlets a safer and
more equal borough.

Think about people who
are working to combat
racism, sexism, homopho bia,
islamophobia, anti-semitism,
ableism, ageism, fascism.

Find out about 		
what’s happening
in your local area.

Do you know about
the ‘No Place For
		
Hate’ Champio ns?
Consider including young people,
educators, community elders,
community group leaders,
campaigners, activists, carers, health
workers, social workers, volunteers,
voluntary organisations.
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Missio n Three:
Discuss as a group the inequalities which
affect you or people you know in Tower
Hamlets.
Agree on an inequality that feels the
most important for you to challenge and
combat as soon as possible.

Inspired by the ideas
and too ls shared by
the Equality Activists,
design a campaign to
raise awareness about
an inequality and
generate ideas about
how to combat it.
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Design an Equality Campaign
“We Are All Campaigners.
All campaigners are trying to influence
something or someone. For the purest
example of a campaign, think about
the child who wants sweets. They'll try
everything - bargaining, cajoling, crying.
Children are incredibly determined and
creative in pursuing what they want. And
these are probably the two most important
qualities for effective campaigning.
Rather than being a fixed set of skills,
campaigning is more a way of thinking
and behaving. It is about being able to read
and analyse a situation; who holds the
power to give me what I want? What will
it take to make them do what I want?”
Sue Tibballs, Chief Executive,
Sheila McKechnie Foundation

Think about who the
campaign is designed
to Affect…
•

•

•

•

•

Young people?
Politicians? (central and/or local)
Community leaders?
Local residents?

A particular group of people (i.e. local
business owners, teachers, park managers)

Think about the best tools
for reaching those people…

A catchy slogan? Tagline? What most effectively
communicates the point of the campaign
• Appealing visuals/graphics that draw
people’s eyes?
• Placards/posters/stickers/t-shirts/hats?
• Social media (images, film, hashtags)?

Create a campaign plan
will
Once your campaigns are designed you
rest
work as a team to present them to the
the
a)
t
tha
m
of the class, to persuade the
paign
campaign is needed and b) your cam
ideas will work.

You can use

photography, film, visual
or graphic designs.

•

•

Gathering people in public space?

•

High profile supporters? (celebrity, community
leaders, politicians, cool local organisations)
Local press/media coverage?

•

•

Public meetings?

You must
include:

1. A key message
(what do you want
to change?)
2. Your audience (who is
the campaign designed
to affect?)
3. At least 2 different
campaign tools

Consider:
•

How you know your
campaign ideas will work?

•

What previous campaigns
have you researched to
inform your plan?

•

How have the Equalities
Activists inspired your
ideas?
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Tower Hamlets - radical actions then and now…

The FIGHT FOR EQUALITY
SECTIO N Three
Collective Action

What happens when people come together, with a
shared goal, to effect changes in their communities?
How do people connect, across difference to realise
a shared ambition?
1936 - Battle of Cable Street
1978 - Rock Against Racism
1978 - Protests following the murder of Altab Ali
1993 - The Revolt of The Isle of Dogs
2011 - Anti- Racist Rally
• Mission Four: Add an entry to the timeline
• Mission Five: Create a ‘live’ news report
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49
56
63
67
72
77
79

CO LLECTIVE
ACTIO N
What happens when people

come together, with a shared goal,

to effect changes

in their communities?

How do people connect
across difference to realise a

#protest
#Co llective Action
#Freedom of Association
#social movement

shared ambition?
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‘Never doubt that
a small group of
thoughtful, committed
citizens can change
the world; indeed, it's
the only thing that
ever has.’
Margaret
Mead, Cultural
Anthropologist
(1901 –1978)

Tegan Tallulah, born 1993, calls for the greatest ever Collective Action – full
article published here.

“The last few months of 2018 and early 2019 have seen
historic levels of climate activism and public attention.
Something seems to have finally shifted.
One of the most inspiring things right now is the explosion
of youth-led climate activism. From Extinction Rebellion
that was recently holding mass protests in London to the
Sunrise Movement and the Green New Deal to the School
Strikes for Climate movement – it’s in the air. And it’s
having an effect. The UK Parliament recently became the
first in the world to declare a climate emergency.
In April 2019, Greta Thunberg was invited to speak at the
European Parliament. Thousands of students from schools
and universities strode out of lessons to protest inaction
on climate change and try to force leaders into acting to
protect our future.
The older generations have failed to get a handle on this
global existential threat, and it’s now time for us to start
taking the reins.”

How have previous
generations in
Tower Hamlets
come together to
challenge inequality
and work towards a
common goal?
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To rise to the
challenges that our
generation will face,
what can we learn
from the co llective
actio ns of previous
generations?

—›

Incomplete
histo ry of
co llectivE
actions
against
inequality

1936

Battle of
Cable Street

Anti-Facists assembled to block the way
of the British Union of Fascists during the
great depression.

The Jewish community of London’s East End mainly comprised of families
that had arrived between 1881 and 1914. Many of these families settled in
England after fleeing anti-semitism and racist persecution in Russia, Poland
and many other Eastern European countries.

Throughout the 1920s, the UK had a boom time – there was a lot of
investment in new business and a lot of money was made. But, following a
big financial crisis in 1929, the 1930s looked very different and many trades
were badly effected. Cabinet manufacturing and tailoring trades, the two
trades most Jews were employed in were particularly affected. As dole
queues grew, people were forced to work as “sweated labour”, accepting
miserably low wages for hideously long hours. The lack of employment
meant that there were many people going for each job and that many were
not able to earn enough to feed themselves and their families properly.

These desperate conditions made it easy for people
to get angry at the success of others and some
neighbouring communities blamed the Jewish
community for worsening conditions in the East End.
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By 1936 the British Union of Fascists (BUF) had
become the largest organised anti-semitic force
in Britain. Oswald Mosley the leader of BUF
capitalised on the anger felt during this time,
now often referred to ‘the Great Depression’.
Mosley announced he would celebrate the fourth
birthday of the BUF by staging a provocative
march through Stepney, the heart of the Jewish
East End, on 4 October 1936.

East London Advertiser 31 Oct
1936, Letter from BUF, Courtes
y
of Tower Hamlets Local History
Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Anti-fascists assembled at Gardiner’s Corner at
Aldgate, blocking the gateway to the East End.
The crowd roared “They Shall Not Pass!”
and “Down with Fascism!”
There was then no route left for the fascists to
take and Sir Philip Game, the Commissioner of
Police, told Mosley to march his troops west from
Tower Hill and out of the area. Meanwhile antifascists marched to Victoria Park and celebrated
a victory for the Jewish community, the people of
the East End, and anti-fascists everywhere.

—›
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You can see video footage
of the British Union of
Fascists and the AntiFascists meeting in 1936 here.
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Battle of Cable
Street report, Daily
Herald, 12 October 1936,
Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local History
Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/
local-history
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Copy of the ‘Blackshirt The
Patriotic Worker’s Paper’
dated October 17th 1936.
© Museum of London

The 8 page ‘Blackshirt’ was the
official newspaper of the British
Union of Fascists led by Oswald
Mosley. Published weekly it was
sold for 1d to BUF supporters and
members. The headline article of this
edition refers to the Battle of Cable
Street and offers a biased account of
this event, suggesting a victory for
the BUF where ‘the Red Flag’ was
‘jeered out of East London’. In reality,
however, the Battle of Cable Street
was no such triumph for the BUF
as anti-fascist groups succeeded in
preventing the planned BUF march
through the heart of London’s Jewish
East End.
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Daily Herald Archive/National
Science & Media Museum/Science
&
Society Picture Library 12 Oct
1936,
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Loc
al
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history
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September 2013 East London Advertiser, Courtesy of
Tower Hamlets Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Dock street plaque – 2019
photograph, Rehan Jamil

—
›

Click here!
Watch highlights
of the London
Jewish Forum’s
commemorative
event to mark the
80th Anniversary of
the Battle of Cable
Street in 2016
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1978

Rock
against
Racism

On 30 April 1978, a crowd gathered in Victoria Park in London’s East
End. They had come from all over the country - 42 coaches from
Glasgow, 15 from Sheffield, an entire trainload from Manchester marching across London from Trafalgar Square to attend a special allday concert headlined by Tom Robinson and the Clash. The day had
been organised by ‘Rock Against Racism’,

a grassroots political movement that used
music to campaign against the looming
electoral threat of the National Front.

Rock Against Racism radicalised a generation. It showed that music
could do more than just entertain: it could make a difference.

By demonstrating the power of music to
effect change it inspired Live Aid and its
supporters claim it helped destroy the
National Front.
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images taken by
the movement’s
unofficial documenter
Syd Shelton here.

Click !
here

—›

And see more

the year rock found
the power to unite here.

—›

Read more on

Click
here!

Anti Nazi League poster advertising
rally and gig - April 30th 1978,
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Rock Against Racism
badge, courtesy of
David Rosenberg’s
personal collection

Jubilee Street, Stepney,
London 1977 RAR
© Syd Shelton. Courtesy of the
artist and Autograph ABP
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The 100,000-strong crowd at the Rock Against
Racism/Anti-Nazi League Carnival 1, at
London’s Victoria Park, 30 April 1978.
© Syd Shelton. Courtesy of the artist
and Autograph ABP

The Anti-Nazi League (ANL) was
founded in 1977 in response to the rise
of the National Front, a Fascist party
which promoted racial hatred and the
compulsory repatriation of immigrants.
Between 1977 and 1979 some 750,000
ANL badges were sold. The badge
features the ANL arrow emblem, a
reference to the symbol used by antiNazi Social Democrats in Germany
during the 1930s.
The ANL was closely associated with
the Rock Against Racism movement
which staged a concert at Victoria Park
on 30 April 1978.
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Socialist Challenge 20 July 1978, Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history
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Paul Simon, The Clash, Rock
Against Racism /Anti-Nazi
League Carnival 1, Victoria
Park, East London 30 April
1978. The Carnival line-up also
included punk poet Patrick
Fitzgerald, X-ray Spex, Steel
Pulse and Tom Robinson Band
© Syd Shelton. Courtesy of the
artist and Autograph ABP

East London Advertiser 5 May 1978,
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local History
Library & Archives
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www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Page 1,
RAR article,
Morning Star, 2
May 1978, Courtesy
of Tower Hamlets
Local History
Library & Archives
www.ideastore.
co.uk/local-history
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Page 2, RAR article
with 4 featured
gig photographs,
Morning Star,
Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local
History Library
& Archives
www.ideastore.
co.uk/local-history
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1978

Protests about the
murder of Altab Ali

Altab Ali was a 25-year-old Bengali worker murdered in Adler Street,
Whitechapel on 4th May 1978 by three teenage boys.
He was on his way from the small leather garments factory in Hanbury Street where he worked as a
machinist, to his home in Wapping.
Altab Ali was the victim of a racist attack. Throughout the 1970s racist attacks on the Bengali
community had increased. The murder took place on the night of the 1978 local elections where, in
Tower Hamlets, the far right National Front Party was standing for election in 43 seats; far more than
they ever had previously. Even though they did not get the number of votes they were aiming for,
their involvement provoked a highly charged atmosphere in the local area.

Altab Ali’s murder was the wake up call that raised people’s awareness
about the general level of racist violence in the East End,
at that time common across the borough of Tower Hamlets and beyond. But Altab Ali’s death marked
a turning point. Ten days later, on 14 May, about 7,000 people marched from the site of his death
to Hyde Park, to mourn his death in a spirit of resistance and to demand police protection. After a
campaign of sit-down protests, the National Front, whose headquarters were not far from Brick Lane,
were forced out of the area within the year. The local Bengali youth movement and the Anti-Nazi
League were born out of the events of 1978 – and far-right extremists suffered a huge setback.

Copy of Metropolitan
Police appeal for
assistance poster, 1978 –
© Copyright and courtesy
of Paul Trevor
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Brick Lane 1978: A community under attack, © Paul
Trevor, Courtesy of Ansar Ullah’s personal collection

Socialist Challenge, 20 July 1978 - Message from East End Strike
against Racism with image of Sunday sit down on Brick Lane,
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Brick Lane and Beyond Pamphlet Equality and
Human Rights Commission Front Cover, Courtesy
of Tower Hamlets Local History Library &
Archives www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history
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Commemorating Altab Ali Day pamphlet
by Altab Ali Foundation (Ref No LC7790),
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Wall of Silence, 20 July 1978 Socialist
Challenge, Courtesy of Tower Hamlets
Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

1993

The Revolt
of The Isle
of Dogs

In September 1993, British National
Party [BNP] supporters went on a
violent rampage down Brick Lane.
They smashed the windows of shops and restaurants –
injuring several people.
One week later, Derek Beackon won the BNP’s first
ever council seat – on the Isle of Dogs.
It seemed that from nowhere, the Nazis were on the
streets and in the council chamber. There was shock
and outrage in the local community.
The day after the BNP won, council workers on the
Isle of Dogs held an anti-racist strike in protest.
That Sunday the Anti-Nazi League called a protest to
clear the BNP sale from its pitch.
Hundreds of local Bengali youth joined anti-fascist
protesters. The BNP were chased from their sales
pitch – they have never returned.
The final blow to the BNP was the Unite Against
Racism demonstration in March 1994.

Over 40,000 people marched through
Tower Hamlets sending a clear
message to the BNP – you are not
welcome here.
A huge “Don’t Vote Nazi” campaign organised on the
Isle of Dogs ensured that Beackon and the BNP were
defeated in the May 1994 council elections.
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Derek Beackon, one time BNP councillor
and BNP official holds racist newspaper
at a rally in Bethnal Green called to
try to raise racial tension in the area.
Photograph © David Hoffman

Riot Police arrest an Anti-Nazi League protester at demonstration in East
London 16.10.1993 when demonstrators tried to march on the BNP book
store, © Alex MacNaughton, Impact photos, courtesy Bishopsgate Institute
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Black reporter meets Beackon’, News
of the World article, 19 September 1993;
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets
Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Article about the election of, and public
response to, Derek Beackon, East London
Advertiser, 7 October 1993, Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history
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BNP election leaflet:
‘Wake Up Whites’, 1995,
Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local History
Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/
local-history
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This is Councillor Beakon’s Britain,
Today 1993, Courtesy of Tower Hamlets
Local History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Newham Recorder,
Community
Divisions, 2013,
Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local
History Library
& Archives
www.ideastore.
co.uk/local-history

Anti-racist-demo Brick Lane/ Bethnal
Green Road, 1993 © Phil Maxwell

—›

Footage of the
violence on the
street can be seen via
a news report here.

Click here!
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2011

English Defence
League March &
Anti-Racist Rally
Large crowds assembled in east London to oppose a
demonstration by the far-right English Defence League
on Saturday 3 September 2011. There were frequent
angry confrontations. At one stage EDL members chanted
“You’re scum and you know you are” to foreign tourists,
while an Asian man singled out for abuse shouted back:
“I’m as English as you are”.
Hundreds of residents and anti-fascist campaigners
converged on Whitechapel Road close to the East London
Mosque, a target for members of the EDL, amid a police
presence of around 3,000 officers, some in riot gear.
Muslims accuse the EDL of fostering hate against them
through claims that a gradual “Islamisation” of Britain is
taking place.
As he began his speech, the EDL’s founder, Stephen
Yaxley-Lennon, 28, who uses the name Tommy Robinson,
appeared to be led away by police. He was under court
restrictions after being convicted of leading a fight at a
football match in Luton that year.
More information here

Racists who attempt to divide us
‘shall not pass’ Lutfur Rahman,
East London Advertiser 2011,
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Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Photograph of Smash the EDL and BNP
protest placard, 3 September 2011 (AntiFascism March in Tower Hamlets)
©Rehan Jamil

Socialist
Party
Newsletter,
2011,
Courtesy of
Bishopsgate
Institute

Image of EDL March, East London
and Docklands Advertiser 11 September, 2013
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Sikhs Against
EDL pamphlet
2011, Courtesy
Bishopsgate
Institute
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Council of Mosques, East London
Mosque and Metropolitan Police
Pamphlet in preparation for Saturday
September 3rd 2011, Part of the
collection @ Bishopsgate Institute
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Collection of Anti-Nazi badges
from 1978-84 joined by EDL Free
Zone badges from 2010, Courtesy
of Bishopsgate Institute
Mongrel Pamphlet p8, Courtesy of Tower
Hamlets Local History Library & Archives
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www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Missio n FOUR:

AD D AN ENtry to the TIMELINE

Add a recent entry to the timeline
documenting a collective action that has
taken place in Tower Hamlets since the
millennium (2000).
Your entry for the Incomplete History
of Collective Actions Against Inequality
should be of a professional quality. It
must be well-designed, easy to read
and draw on well-researched source
materials to bring the historical moment
you have chosen to life for future
learners.

It should includ e:

• A key date
• An interesting title
• A descriptive paragraph
which provides the reader
with more information
• At least 3 different source
materials evidencing that it
happened and bringing the
event to life
• If possible, your source
materials should demonstrate
different opinions or
experiences of your collective
action
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Some types of source
material you may want
to look for:

For each of your
source materials be
sure to include:
•

Where you found it (for examplewhat website or book or archive etc)

•

Press Media – Journalistic reports or
articles in the local or national press

•

•

Film Footage – Found via YouTube or
national archive searches

Who took the photo/ wrote
the article

•

•

Photographic documentation of the
event (be sure to reference who the
photographer is)

Which newspaper or television
programme it was a part of

•

What the date of the source
material is

•

Who has copyright for the material
(this means who has ownership of
the material)

Some Useful Links:
•

British Film Institute

•

Museum of London

•

National Archives

•

Imperial War Museum

•

Tower Hamlets Local History Library and Archives

•

Idea Store

•

Bishopsgate Institute

•

BBC Archives

Please note that at the time of this resource being built Autograph ABP archive is being digitised and may be a
great future place to look for source materials for your collective actions.
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MISSIO N FIVE:

Research & devise your own ‘live’ news report

Choose a collective action from the incomplete timeline
which you think is the most powerful example of what can
be achieved when people come together to make changes
happen in their communities.
Research and then devise your own ‘live’ news report for
the collective action.

Your report should include,
but is not limited to:
•
•
•

At least three difference sources
At least one ‘Live’ interview with someone who is at the scene
At least two different opinions about the action taken from
your research.
Film your report and share it with the rest of your class once
complete.

EXTRA
CHALLENGE:

Do your news report
in the style of news
broadcasting from that
time. For example- if
you pick the Protests
that followed the murder
of Altab Ali, your news
report should follow the
style and feel of a late
1970s news report. If you
pick the Revolt of the Isle
of Dogs, then your news
report should follow the
style and feel of an early
1990s news report.
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Tower Hamlets - radical actions then and now…

The FIGHT FOR EQUALITY
SECTIO N FOUR
Politics and Power

What power do you have to effect changes in
your community?
Who makes decisions on your behalf about
how things are run?
Do the people who make decisions represent
the communities they are elected by?
Community Organising:
Grass Roots Power in Tower Hamlets
Political Representation:
The Battle for Local Democracy
• Mission Six: Debate
• Mission Seven: The Brexit Collection
• Mission Eight: Power & Equalities Mural
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What power do you have
to effect changes

in your community?

Who makes decisio ns on your behalf

about ho w things are run?

#democracy

#representation

#agency

#po wer
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Asked to describe an average MP, most people
will still probably imagine a privately-educated,
straight, white man. But the make-up of the
Commons is changing, with record-breaking
strides being made in the 2017 general
election. The vote delivered the most diverse
House of Commons ever with

a rise in the number of women,
LGBT and ethnic minority MPs
elected.
There has also been an increase in MPs who
went to state school as well as a boost for
disabled representation.
The general election of

1987 saw the first ever black
MPs voted into the House
of Commons.

Operation Black Vote said many more ethnic minority candidates
won in non-urban areas which showed the UK was

“comfortable with its multicultural society.”
Director Simon Woolley said:

“More talented BME faces will help transform
Parliament and inspire many more to believe that
we all have a voice and a place in our society.”
Steve Ballinger, Director of Communications for
British Future, said:

“It’s got to be good for politics that gradually
Parliament is getting closer to looking a bit more
like the electorate that it serves.” 2

Fast forward 30 years and the 2017 result saw
52 ethnic minority MPs elected, says think tank
British Future.
They include Preet Gill, the first female Sikh
MP, shadow home secretary Diane Abbott*
and Manchester’s first Muslim MP Afzal Khan.
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In 1987 four black and minority ethnic Labour MPs: Bernie Grant, *Diane Abbott, Paul Boateng and Keith Vaz made history. It had been almost 60
years since a British Asian had been elected to parliament, and there had never been black MPs before. 2 From BBC election news reporting 2017.
1

So, with this in mind,

is Britain becoming Fairer?

We know that Tower Hamlets’ population is the
youngest population in the UK, almost half of the
residents (47 per cent) are aged 20-39. We also know
that it is ranked as the 16th most ethnically diverse
local authority in England in terms of the mix of
different ethnic group populations. More than two
thirds of the residents belong to minority ethnic
groups.
How do these key factors affect

what it is like to live, work,
study or play in the bo rough?
As a young person living in a diverse, multi-cultural
borough,

do you feel that it
IS a place in which
everyo ne feels equal?
Do you think that this
has changed over
the last 50 years?

Photograph of “Sign of the Times”
project by Bernadette Russell
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Community O rganising:

Grass Roots Po wer in To wer Hamlets
The young people who were at the forefront of community activism during the 1970s and
1980s saw the importance of building links with activists outside their own community.
Bengali activists reached out to other ‘Asians’, the Black community, and those from the
White majority community including Jewish activists of the East End.
As Tower Hamlets’ population has continued to evolve and change, other community
members, inspired by the mobilisation of the Bengali community, have decided to come
together to stand up for what they believe in.

Over the last 40 years there are many examples
of people connecting across differences to work
together in challenging inequality

and ultimately affecting positive change in the places they live, work, pray and play.
Often local, community-led actions feed into a wider national campaign.

When an issue is far-reaching, communities often join
together to make their voices louder and ultimately to
have a bigger impact.
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Here are some
examples of how locally
felt experiences of
injustice, prejudice or
discrimination have been
echoed by people all
over the country. This is
how mass movements
start; small and local
growing into huge,
driven campaigns with
the power to impact on
everyone’s lives.

1978

7000 people walk Altab Ali’s coffin to Downing Street

Ten days after Altab Ali's death, about 7,000 people marched
behind his coffin through central London, calling on the
government to address racism in east London. They marched to
Hyde Park, Trafalgar Square and to Downing Street.
Shams Uddin recalls the chants of

"BLACK AND WHITE, UNITE AND FIGHT"
as the large crowd moved through the streets.

"One of our community leaders told us that, if we
killed racism from the political ground, it would
automatically die on the streets, so we took Altab
Ali's coffin to 10 Downing Street."

Greater
London
and Essex
Newspapers
Street Fury
over ‘race’
Slaying, 1978,
Courtesy of
Tower Hamlets
Local History
Library
& Archives
www.ideastore.
co.uk/localhistory

Change was far from immediate. In June 1978, just a month after
the murder, another Asian man named Ishaque Ali was killed in a
racially motivated attack in Hackney. Not long after, the National
Front moved its headquarters to Great Eastern Street, just a short
walk from St Mary's Park.
This brought anti-racism groups and the National Front into
tense conflict at nearby Bethnal Green, where skinheads would
distribute their literature on Sundays.

“When they came to Bethnal Green we knew we
were very much in danger,” said Mr Uddin.
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In response, Anti-racism campaigners adopted
New tactics. According to Mr Ullah, groups of people
would camp in the area overnight.

"When the National Front came down in the
morning they had nowhere to stand or sell
their literature."
"Racism was everywhere, not just in London,"
he added. "I think Bengalis in other towns like
Bradford definitely felt inspired by how we
had organised and how we were protecting
ourselves."

groups
lost their influence in east London over the

Though the process was gradual, far-right

following decade and violent attacks became less frequent.

"We weren't able to transform anything
overnight, but by the 1990s the intensity and
the violence had subsided," said Mr Ullah. "I think
we were able to change the mind-set of the
situation, in terms of how the police, councils
and the government treated racism."
The protests after the murder of Mr Ali showed

a community no longer willing
to suffer the violence of racists
without fighting back.
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Protests at the Murder of Alitab Ali, 1978,
Photographer Val Wilmer. Format Picture,
Image Courtesy of Bishopsgate Institute

Commemorating Altab Ali Day
Pamphlet, featuring image of the
procession following Altab Ali’s
Coffin to Downing Street in 1978,
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

walking map

—›

Discovering Britain -

Aldgate, Whitechapel
and Brick Lane, London
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1990 Anti-Poll Tax Community Action
The campaign against the Poll Tax twenty years ago was a massive nationwide

campaign. “Can’t Pay – Won’t Pay” was the slogan of the thousands of
Anti-Poll Tax Unions. There was a big campaign of non-payment in east London
which organised meetings and supported people if they were summoned to
court for non-payment or threatened by bailiffs. Militant was the principle
organisation behind the mass non-payment campaign. The Anti-Poll Tax Unions
took to the courts where around 20 million people were summoned. They were
supported in the courts by Militant supporters and entire courts ground to a
halt, Lawyers volunteered to take up appeals.

East London
activists
demonstrating in
Glasgow, 1990
© Philip Maxwell

Children with a message.
Chicksand estate, Tower
Hamlets 1990 © Phil Maxwell
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great feeling of solidarity was
created in working class communities against Thatcher’s tax.

Local meetings were held on estates and a

Stop the Poll Tax posters, 1989
Courtesy of Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
www.ideastore.co.uk/local-history

Eventually the tax was defeated and substantial damage was inflicted on the government.

Rarely has a mass campaign permeated so deeply into society

with such an impact. The Pay No Poll Tax campaign demonstrated the potential power of
solidarity against a repressive government. Read more here.
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2003

Tower Hamlets
Interfaith Forum

Tower Hamlets Interfaith Forum (THIFF) was founded in
2003, building on the long history of diversity, solidarity and
inclusion in the borough.
It started as a forum

to enable local faith communities
to have a better understanding of
localised discrimination and hate crime,
and to collaborate on issues of shared concern through a
greater understanding of one another.
The Forum aims

to enable religion and belief groups
and communities to play a full role
in shaping a better future for the
borough.
It does this by building on the unique legacies of solidarity,
understanding and mutual respect between religion and
belief groups and communities in our borough.
‘Brexit vote sees highest spike in religious and
racial hate crimes ever recorded’ by May Bulman
© Independent, Friday 7 July 2017
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Stand Up To Racism (SUTR) demonstration in London, Saturday 16 March 2019,
© photographer Guy Smallman

Kings Cross Anti-Facist Demonstration, November 1987,
Copyright photographer Philip Gordon/ Impact Photos,
Courtesy of Bishopsgate Institute

These two photographs
are 32 years apart, in this
time what has changed?
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2017 Stand Up to Racism National Conference
On 21 October 2017, the Stand Up to Racism national conference
drew together over 1,300 anti-racist activists and was addressed
by Diane Abbott MP, Talha Ahmad (Muslim Council of Britain),
Moyra Samuels (Justice4Grenfell) and many more.

“A racist offensive is sweeping Europe, with
governments and the right-wing media using
migrants, refugees and Muslims as scapegoats for
an economic crisis and wars they did not create.
The racist tide will only be driven back by antiracists standing up and confronting it. From
Germany to Greece to the USA, people who want
a society free from racism are saying no more.
People are taking to the streets in large numbers
to oppose racism, Islamophobia, anti-semitism and
to say migrants and refugees are welcome here.”
-

Stand Up to Racism Campaign website

The clear and powerful message from the conference was that
when we bring all these struggles together and fight as one, we
can be more effective than we could possibly imagine.
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War
“No to Islamophobia, No to War” Stop the
Coalition placard.
march in
Placard used during a refugees welcome
war.org.uk
.stop
www
–
2016
19,
h
London, Britain Marc

As well as hearing from Shadow Home Secretary Diane
Abbott and other leading figures, over 1,300 people heard
first-hand accounts of the horrific, avoidable disaster at
Grenfell and its aftermath, people whose family members
died in police custody, those who have borne the brunt of
the rise in Islamophobic hate crime, and EU nationals whose
rights are being threatened by the British government.

The need to combat the global rise of
racism & the far-right was addressed, with
leading anti-fascists from Germany, Austria and Greece
reporting from the front-line and author David Neiwert
analysing the new far-right mobilisations in the US
emboldened by Trump’s Islamophobia and racism.

Conference image, copyright Guy Smallman for Stand Up To Racism
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2018

Stand Up to
Racism March

On 17 March 2018 over 20,000 people marched
through central London, Glasgow and Cardiff.
Communities in Cardiff came together after
fascist graffiti was daubed on the site of the
assembly point.
The marches were

a show of unity against the rise
in racism, Islamophobia and antiSemitism and in support of refugee
and migrant rights.
In the wake of the ‘Punish a Muslim’ campaign
which targeted Muslim MPs and households
around the country, speakers demanded action
from the government against Islamophobic hate
crime and a pledge to stand up to Islamophobia
on 3 April.
The March Against Racism, which marks United
Nations International Anti-Racism Day, was part
of a series of demonstrations taking place in cities
across Europe including Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin,
Barcelona, Warsaw, Kraków, Frankfurt, Vienna,
Copenhagen, Athens, Dublin and Istanbul.
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Stand Up to
Racism 17
March 2018 ©
photographer
Guy Smallman

Together we showed unity in
the face of racism. We will be
back next year for another huge
demonstration against all forms of
racism. Unity is our strength so we
cannot let racism divide us.
We are the majority and we will
stand up to racism.

Click here!

—›

See Dianne Abott (Shadow
Home Secretary) addressing
the Stand Up To Racism
Conference

NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION

UNITED
AGAINST
RACISM &
FASCISM
SATURDAY
16 MARCH

Assemble 12 noon,
Park Lane, London W1
Lower end, near Hyde Park Corner +

Organised
by Stand Up
To Racism.
Supported
by the TUC

• Stand up to
Islamophobia
& antisemitism
• Justice for
Windrush –
end the ‘hostile
environment’
• Refugees
welcome
• Defend
migrant rights
• Black lives
matter
• Leave or remain,
don’t let the
racists divide us
• Celebrate
diversity

DEMO SUPPORTED BY:

Public and Commercial
Services Union

MUSLIM
ASSOCIATION
OF BRITAIN

The Muslim Council of Britain

Stand Up To Racism Poster
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Po litical Representatio n:
The battle fo r local democracy
How is Tower Hamlets doing at making
sure that the decisio n makers reflect
the communities they represent?
In 2019, Tower Hamlets Council can boast the largest
number of Bengali councilors in the country, with a total
of 25 Bengali councillors. There are also three MPs in the
House of Commons and one peer at the House of Lords
of Bengali origin.
There is a Young Mayor who has real decision-making
power and is able to represent the needs and ambitions
of young people from across the borough.
The gender balance of councillors is becoming more equal
with every election.
Gender and sexuality norms are being challenged both in
communities and in mainstream media, ensuring that the
people who we see on television programmes, magazine
covers, films and adverts are starting to look more like us.
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Things are changing!

Over the last 30 years people have fought hard for
these changes.
In Tower Hamlets people have fought hard for minority voices
to be heard, for every person living in the borough to feel like
they have a right and a responsibility to have their opinion
heard and to have real power in shaping the future of the
place they live.
The power balance has been changed because of people
coming together to challenge the way that things are and
to register their dissatisfaction with things being unequal.

We are not there yet.

There are many people who feel that decisions are still being
made for them rather than with them. There are many people
who still feel under-appreciated, isolated and disconnected
from the communities that they live in.

This means that there
is work to be done by
the next generation…

Here are some
examples of how
people have
come together to
challenge the way
things are done. To
speak truth to the
people who hold
power and make
decisions that affect
everyone.
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1980

Formation of Federation of
Bangladeshi Youth Organisations

Following the racist murder of Altab Ali in 1978

the second generation Bengali youth
was at the forefront of anti-racist
street protests. The energy of these young

people was consolidated by the formation in 1980 of
the Federation Bangladeshi Youth Organisations (FBYO),
an umbrella body which spearheaded campaigns for
better housing, health and education, and the fight
against racism. The Federation of Bangladeshi Youth
Organisations was the first truly national campaigning
organisation that represented Bengali interests locally and
nationally.
Its young members used

the strength gained
from being part of something bigger
to gain access to the local political
system. They also used the federation to get access to
various funding streams that were channelled through the
local council, the Greater London Authority and the local
education authority.
The FBYO members saw the importance

of

building alliances with activists outside the Bengali

community, such as other Asians from Hackney, Newham,
Camden and Southall, as well as with those from the White
majority community, including Jewish East End activists.
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Federation of Bangladeshi Youth Organisations participate in
anti-racist march 1980, Photograph courtesy of Ansar Ullah’s
private collection.

FBYO Annual Report 1985
Courtesy of Ansar Ullah’s Private Collection
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‘The youth groups formed their
Federation of Bangladeshi Youth
Organisations (FBYO) in 1980 and
successfully negotiated with the
Greater London Council (GLC) in
establishing the Race and Housing
Advisory Team (RHAT) which made
a significant contribution towards
fighting fascism on the housing
estates.
Anti-racist activities also brought the
groups, mainly youth groups, together
but primarily with other white groups
such as the Anti-Nazi League, Socialist
Workers Party, Labour Party, and the
Trades Council.
The FBYO fought racist attacks and
harassment and demonstrated against
racism and fascism with the help and
support of many indigenous groups
during the late seventies, early eighties
... Most Bangladeshi organisations
supported and joined in the campaign.”
From Bangladeshi Community Organisation in
East London by Mohammad Ali Asghar
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1982
The first
Bengalis
elected
to Tower

Voting form
from 1982
Tower Hamlets
Council
Elections,
Courtesy of
Swadhinata
Trust

Hamlets
Council

Nurul Haque, an independent candidate from Spitalfields,
became a councillor in 1982, defeating a Labour candidate.
He was the first Bengali to be elected to the council.
This was followed by Ashik Ali, a Labour candidate, who
became a councillor in St Katharine’s ward.
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1993

Women Unite Against Racism –
supporting women to use their vote

Women Unite Against Racism was set up after Derek
Beackon of the British National Party was elected as
councillor in Millwall by just eight votes in 1993. In order
to counteract the promise of future British National Party
Councillors representing their communities, they

worked hard to support women from
across the borough to have the
confidence to get out and use their vote.

Women Unite Against Racism at anti-racist demo, London 1994, photograph by
Peter Aukell/Impact Photography Studio, Courtesy of Bishopsgate Institute
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Julie Begum reflects on how bringing
women into the protest movement enabled
them to ‘disrupt’ any potential violence.

“Our aim was to create a
women’s presence in the maledominated protest movement.
At many of the anti-racist
protests, the police had dogs
and officers on horseback and I
remember the police wanted to
set the dogs on the young men.
So we women got in front to
protect them and the police had
to stop because we were women.
I think it’s important not to give
in to the sense of tension and
excitement in these situations –
we tried to keep everyone calm
and peaceful. ”

Information
about voting was
translated into
many different
languages and
delivered face to
face by women
to other women.
This changed the
way that people
felt about voting,
making them think
that their voices
mattered.

Images
courtesy of
Julie Begum’s
personal
collection
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Images
courtesy of
Julie Begum’s
personal
collection
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2007

Jahid Ahmed is the first Young
Mayor in Tower Hamlets

Jahid Ahmed was elected in January
2007. The young mayoral election
saw the biggest ever voter turnout
in the borough - 4,268

young
people aged 11-18 voted
in schools and youth centres.

Since then the Young Mayor and
the two Deputy Young Mayors have
carried real responsibilities, taking
forward the views of young people in
the borough to adult decision-makers.
This means that young people in the
borough have an elected

local
voice that can represent
them not just locally,
but also, through the UK
Youth Parliament, on a
national stage.

The role of Young Mayor helps to

increase the engagement
between young people and
elected members.
They also have real power to
influence Council decisionmaking: contributing to Cabinet

decisions affecting young people,
supporting the Leader’s Advisory Board
and adding comments to committee
reports.
In carrying out their role well, the
Young Mayor and Deputy Young
Mayors regularly consult

other
young people about issues
affecting them in Tower
Hamlets. They feed back to young
people what they and the Council have
done.
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Copy from Greater London Authority
Report on the Young Mayor:

“When compared with local
and national government
elections the turnout of
young people at these
elections is relatively high.
For example, young voter
turnout for the Youth Mayor
election in Tower Hamlets
was 50% compared with just
25% of adult registered voter
turnout for the Mayoral
elections in 2010”.
“Last year we had a female
Bangladeshi Young Mayor.
So that was a real first
for us.”
(Stakeholder, Tower Hamlets,
interview)

Screengrab from Tower Hamlets Young Mayor page, April 2019.
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However, some expressed concerns
that despite this successful engagement
there might be an under representation
of young white British people in the
London schemes. For instance one
stakeholder expressed that the ’white
working class are a challenging group to
engage with’

I worry a bit about the
engagement of white working
class but I worry about
the engagement of white
working class on everything.
We haven’t had a white
Young Mayor and I would be
delighted if we did have one.
(Stakeholder, Tower Hamlets, interview)

“It’s a great honour to
be elected as the Young
Mayor of the borough
where I grew up and live.
I will do my best to serve
the young people of Tower
Hamlets and ensure that
their views are part of
shaping future council
services.”
- Jaami Barry, the newly elected
Young Mayor quoted in Bangla
Mirror, The first English weekly for
Brit Bangladeshis, April 2019
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2010

First Bengali MP
elected (Rushanara Ali)
Rushanara grew up in Tower Hamlets
and attended Mulberry school and Tower
Hamlets College.
She was the first in her family to go to university and
studied Philosophy, Politics and Economics at Oxford
University. Until her resignation from Labour’s front bench
in September 2014 over her decision to abstain on the
vote on airstrikes in Iraq, Rushanara served as Shadow
Minister for Education and Young People, and between
October 2010 and October 2013, as Shadow Minister for
International Development.

Click here!
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Rushanara Ali, photograph by Rehan Jamil

›
—

Rushanara Ali
speaking on Woman’s
Hour January
2018 about equal
opportunities at work

Speaking at MP’s Question Time
about the case of Shamima Begum,
a Tower Hamlets school girl, who is
currently trying to return to the UK
after leaving to support ISIS

—›

Prior to her election in May 2010, she was Associate
Director of the Young Foundation, where she co-founded
UpRising, a national leadership development and
employability charity which has helped thousands of
young people develop their campaigning and leadership
skills. Rushanara recently co-founded One Million Mentors,
a national online platform to recruit, train and deploy
one million mentors to organisations working with young
people. Rushanara was also one of the members of the
Home Office Working Group on Preventing Extremism
established after the 7/7 London bombings.

Click here!

2018

Tower Hamlets
launch their
EU citizens
Brexit Toolkit

Tower Hamlets Mayor John Biggs with
one of the newly created public information
posters, 2018, Image courtesy of London
Borough of Tower Hamlets

On public service vehicles and advertising poster sites across the borough,
Tower Hamlets Council has invested in public information to calm fears and

show solidarity to EU citizens living in the borough.

The slogan ‘Are you one of the 41,000 EU citizens who live in Tower Hamlets?
This is your home too’ was designed to

reassure people, in a
time of uncertainty that they belong and are valued
members of the community. It also aimed to let people know that
there support available to help them through any challenges they face as a
direct result of Brexit.

Amina Ali addresses London Borough Tower
Hamlets Brexit Commission, 2018, Image
courtesy of London Borough of Tower Hamlets.
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‘In Tower Hamlets, we overwhelmingly
voted to stay in the EU. 67% of our
residents believed we are better off
in, something I wholeheartedly agree
with. The days and months following
the referendum result saw a rise in hate
crime, particularly targeting EU nationals
and other groups. But Tower Hamlets has
a long history of welcoming people from
across the world.
While we didn’t vote for Brexit, we
intend to prepare as best we can and take
advantage of every opportunity. The
East End has a proud legacy of adapting
to change and demonstrating its
resilience in the face of great upheaval.
We are one of the fastest growing local
authority areas in the country with one
of the youngest populations. More than
41,000 non-UK EU citizens who will see
their legal status change as a result of
Brexit have made their home in Tower
Hamlets.’
- Cllr Amina Ali Cabinet Member for Culture, Art and
Brexit for the London Borough of Tower Hamlets, 18
February 2019, Left Foot Forward
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In addition to the
official messaging
provided by the
council, street artists
have made sure that
their messages about
the EU referendum
and Brexit politics are
all over the borough.

Street art
images from
Shoreditch
and Brick
Lane area, as
photographed
February 2019
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Missio n SIX:

Debate Challenge
What is a debate?

A debate is a formal type of
argument that has a structure.

In a debate you argue a point of view
as part of a ‘motion’ or topic.
Debating has a very long tradition.
WW2 Prime Minister, Winston
Churchill, was a great debater who
once said that

‘jaw jaw is better 		
than war war’.
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A debate is based around a
suggestion or ‘motion’ relating to
an idea or opinion. People who are
arguing to support the motion are
called the ‘proposers’ and people
arguing against the motion are the
‘opposers’. The debate is chaired
by a ‘speaker’, who reads out the
motion.
An example of a motion is:
Children should be allowed to
leave school at 14.

Your mission is to host
a debate, informed by the
Politics and Power micro
collections, on the
following motions:
1. It is easy to find out about who represents
you and/or your family in a) central
government? b) local government?
2. The people that make decisions on our
behalf are the right people?
3. We need to make ‘Diversity the new
normal’?
4. Young people are best placed to
make our communities stronger, more
connected and able to speak truth to
power?
You must choose a speaker and groups of
proposers and opposers for each motion.
Both groups then research the best way to
evidence their point of view using the People
and Power micro collections and digital links.

Rules fo r your debate
You must have:
•

A ‘speaker’ who introduces the motion and then acts
as a moderator

•

A team of proposers who will all present their
response to the motion and evidence the reason they
have developed that point of view

•

One team of opposers who will all present their
response to the motion and evidence the reason they
have developed that point of view

•

Vote to decide the winner of the motion

If you are going to be a proposer or an opposer of
a motion, it is important that you listen well to the
contributions of others. This is so that you are able
to do the following:
•

Summarise what has already been said

•

Build on what has been said with new points

•

Counter points made by the opposition with
your own points
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Missio n SEVEN:

BREXIT CO LLECTIO N

The vote to take the United
Kingdom out of the European
Union was a political referendum
in 2016 in which all UK citizens
over the age of 18 were asked to
vote on whether the UK should
remain part of the European
Union or choose to no longer
be part of it. Inspired by the
micro collections in this section
‘Political Representation’ and
‘Community Organising’ –
research and curate your own
collection about the great Brexit
debate.
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This could involve:

•

How different people reacted to the outcome
of the vote

•

Young people’s opinions on the outcome

•

Collective actions that have been inspired by this
moment of historical significance

•

Your personal opinions and those of your peers
about what Brexit means for you

•

Information from the council about what support
is available for people with concerns about how
Brexit will impact on their lives

Think about...

Collecting a variety of different
‘source materials’ including:
•

Ephemera (items which are
meant to be temporary like
badges, stickers, pamphlets
etc):

•

Print media

•

Photographs

•

Documentation of personal
stories and experiences

•

Film and video footage
available online

Your collection should involve
materials that are available in local
archives and/or heritage collections
in addition to online resources and
items that you may be able to find
in hard copy today around your
local area.

Think about...

How you will display your collection.
•

This may be an exhibition board at
school

•

A public information board in your
area (talk to your local community
centres, libraries, sport centres
etc)

•

An online collection

Think about...

Making your collection as appealing as
possible for future pupils. Imagine someone
your age, discovering it in 20 years time.
•

How do they feel about your collection?

•

What does it teach them about this
moment of historical significance?
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Missio n EIGHT:

PO WER MURAL

Inspired by all of the materials in this resource, and those
which you may have sourced independently as part of the
earlier 7 missions, design a Power Mural for your school.

Your mural should
1. Celebrate the radical heritage of this
borough
2. Introduce people to key people and
events which you think are inspiring
3. Make people think about what they
can do today to stand up for equality
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It should feature:
•
•
•
•

Significant historical moments

Inspirational activists working for equality

Quotes or actions which have inspired you

Essential vocabulary needed to discuss
power, representation, collective actions and
community organising in your borough

Here is an image of the Battle of Cable Street mural, to help inspire your design:

Photograph by
Rehan Jamil
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What can you and your
schoo l do to suppo rt the
		 No Place Fo r Hate campaign?
We have created the No Place
for Hate Campaign (NPFH) to
share our vision of creating a
safe and cohesive borough free
from all forms of hate.
Tower Hamlets is constantly
in the national media, such as
the BBC, due to right-wing
activities and political issues and
so a positive campaign that is
supported by the Mayor and
all politicians and professionals
alike is key to providing public
assurances for unity.

London Borough of Tower Hamlets is an
inner city borough with a long history
of racism and far-right extremism. This
includes often being the gathering
ground for National Front, Black Shirts,
Brick Lane Riots, English Defence
League, Britain First, Sharia Patrol
and has recently seen an increase in
other forms of hate crime such as
homophobic hate crime.
Often we

have pioneered hate
crime projects which have been

used as a benchmark and supportive
borough across London such as
producing the first Hate Crime Manual,
Hate Crime Champions Project and a
local government Campaign and No
Place for Hate Pledge.
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No Place for Hate

The
campaign provides training
to the community to help tackle hate crime, supporting victims,
raising awareness of the impact of discrimination and aiding the
prosecution of perpetrators.
It also calls on residents to pledge to do their bit.

A total of 2,864 people and 142
organisations have already pledged to:

*

Do their best

to combat prejud ice

and to stop those who, because of hate or ignorance,
would hurt anyone or violate their dignity.

+ Try at all times

to be aware of their own prejudices
and seek to gain understanding of those who they
perceive as being different from themselves.

× Speak out forms of prejudice and discrimination.
against all

*

+

Reach out to support

those who are targets of hate.

Think about specific ways their community can

promote respect fo r all people
and make To wer Hamlets

No Place fo r Hate.
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12
1200

John Biggs, Mayor of Tower Hamlets, said:

“Our community spirit and diversity are some of
our biggest strengths.
I would urge everyone to sign up to our No Place
for Hate pledge campaign and help stamp out all
forms of prejudice.”
You can make your personal pledge

here

›—

Click here!
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YOUR COMMUNITY
NEEDS YOU!
Islam0pho bia

Fascism

Racism

Sexism
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Ageism

Homophobia
Anti-Semetism

Tower Hamlets has a
rich and diverse heritage
collection which you
are invited to use.
Here are some of the links below:

London Borough Tower
Hamlets Archives
Bishopsgate Institute
Autograph ABP
Four Corners
There are also major national
collections held close by at:

National Archives
Museum of London
British Library
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This resource was
Creatively Directed and
authored by Chloe Osborne
with support from:
Kathryn Corlett –
Graphic Design and Illustration
Liev Cherry –
Researcher and Copyright
Ansar Ahmed Ullah Researcher and Local
Historical Advisor
Andrew Lewis – Researcher

Commissioned and
developed by Tower
Hamlets Arts, Parks
and Events team:
Catherine Boyd –
Project Manager
Kazi Ruksana Begum –
Project Co-ordinator
Steve McEvoy –
Project Co-ordinator
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It was developed in
response to the
personal experiences
of local activists:
Julie Begum
Farrukh Dhondy
Dan Jones
David Rosenberg
Rafique Ullah

It was developed
in response to
ideas from:

Student consultants at
George Green School,
supported by Jane
O’Sullivan, Enrichment
Manager - Engagement.

Inspired by:

Beautiful Trouble - a toolbox for revolution

With thanks to:

Stefan Dickers - Library
and Archives Manager at
Bishopsgate Institute
Ali Eisa - Public Programme
Manager at Autograph ABP
Tamsin Bookey & Halima
Khanom - Tower Hamlets
Local History Library &
Archives
Elizabeth Lynch
Altab Ali Foundation

Altab Ali Trust
Bishopsgate Institute
Daily Herald
East London Advertiser
Equality and Human Rights
Commission
Impact Photos
LBTH Equalities team
Morning Star
Museum of London
Newham Recorder

Photographs and
images provided by:

Phil Gordon
David Hoffman
Rehan Jamil - background
image & photos
Tom Learmonth
Kippa Matthews
and Lesley Baron
Phil Maxwell
Alex MacNaughton
Bernadette Russell
Syd Shelton
Guy Smallman
Paul Trevor
Val Wilmer
News of the World
No Place for Hate
Race Today
Socialist Party
Stand Up to Racism
Stop the War
Swadhinata Trust
The Independent
Tower Hamlets Local
History Library & Archives
Young Mayor’s Office

“Never doubt that a small
group o f thoughtful,
committed citizens can
change the wo rld; indeed,
it’s the o nly thing that
ever has”

Margaret Mead

